
Sparkling water for pools up to 25,000 gallonsFROG® 4-Way Test Strips 
for Pools and Spas
For FROG Leap:
•  Simply dip and read the color in the ideal FROG range.
•  Adjust your Infuzer dial to maintain the low 0.5 to 1.0 ppm.
•  Your Torpedo Pacs will last longer as you maintain fresh mineral water!

All-Out® 
prevents algae 
with a 90-day 

guarantee!

FROG Leap® Wake-Up!® 
for start-up in the spring 
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Depth Charge® 
removes

contaminants to 
keep water

crystal clear.

and FROG Leap® Hibernation!® 
for winterizing your pool in the fall!

Reveille®

sets your initial
chlorine level so 
Torpedo Pacs 

last longer.
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Cleaner Clearer Softer
    It's Easier too!



Quench Your Thirst For Fun
 With mineral water, you’ll have more time for what really matters, your family or friends 

 splashing, laughing and having a good time! That’s because the unique pre-filled FROG 

 Leap components are long lasting and take seconds to replace. It's just easier!

A Fresh Approach
 Your water starts out fresh and clean, FROG Leap helps keep it that 

 way by using minerals to destroy bacteria so far less chlorine is required. 

 Your water will look inviting and feel silky soft without faded

 swimsuits or smelly odors.

Take a Fresh Look
 FROG Fresh mineral water offers recyclable replacements and costs

  less to run than electrical systems and no corrosion of surfaces 

 or equipment like salt systems. Just Fresh Mineral Water – Easy! So why have water that claims to be clean, clear or soft when you can have cleaner, 
clearer and softer water with FROG Leap. The "er" makes all the difference. 

THE FROG LEAP INFUZER®

Easily installs and controls
the water flow. For use up 
to 25,000 gallons.

FROG LEAP ANTI-BAC 
MINERAL PAC® 
Maintains clearer, cleaner, softer 
water with much less chlorine. 
Lasts 6 months.

FROG LEAP TORPEDO PAC® 
Provides a long lasting low-
dose of chlorine prefilled for 
no mess.

FROG LEAP ALL-OUT® 
Enhances mineral water with 
a 90-day algae protection 
guarantee.


